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The year 2013 was a successful one for IST METZ. For

the suitability of our units for UV LED will be par for the
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the first time since the financial crisis of 2009, we saw our

course. This concept will make it easier to upgrade

sales figures tip the €60 million mark. First and foremost,

printing presses to LED UV technology, without needing

we have our customers to thank for this, who kept the

to purchase an entirely new system. Further detailed

orders coming in and thus the tills ringing. However, I would

information on this can be found in the current issue.
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also like to give our employees a special mention here, who
The ABC of Inkjet – Part 2
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went above and beyond to ensure our company could

We have also recently immersed ourselves in the market

Focus: Outlook on the global inkjet market
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provide “more than UV”.

for UV adhesives. UV has plenty to offer here, with its
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In the magazine you can find QR codes that lead to more information on the Internet.

split-second curing, immediate processing and excellent
In our UV Transfer Center, for example, we provide

adhesion. Read all about how UV adhesive is used in

comprehensive advice on all aspects of UV technology,

Chapter 2.

hold training sessions for UV newcomers and conduct
tests to find the perfect combination of ink and UV unit for

In the second and last part of our series on inkjet printing,

you. We also develop creative printed products with the

we will be highlighting substrate options and demonstrating

purpose of showcasing the practicalities of UV technology.

application areas and trends.

Thanks to our global service and sales network, the

Once again, this edition of SPECIALIST has been

company can guarantee fast and reliable on-site support.

printed with UV technology using our very own printing

We currently have nine sales companies representing us

press and, as is always the case, we will be publishing

worldwide. Added to this are the branches of our partner

additional information relating to the topics covered

company Integration Technology Ltd., as well as IST East

here online. Feel free to share your thoughts with us on

Asia, a sales company based in Tokyo which has been

this edition of SPECIALIST! Send your emails to:

looking after our customers in Japan and South Korea

specialist@ist-uv.com.

since April.
Best regards,
Ever since it was founded more than 30 years ago, IST
METZ has been constantly developing, whether in terms of
location or product range. We believe in progress through

Dirk Jägers

efficiency and have set ourselves the task of making each
Install reader app

Scan QR code

Information is displayed

generation of UV units more efficient than the last. This is
something we are good at too, just take the latest versions

Scan the QR code on the right and see how this SPECIALIST was
printed.

www.ist-uv.com/print-specialist

of our BLK and MBS series as proof!
With our “MBS-6 LED prepared” concept, we are now
taking the aspect of efficiency a step further: in the future,
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We have won 3 prizes with
our UV DAYS packaging!

More information at:
www.ist-uv.com/winner
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The new “LED prepared” concept from IST METZ is clearing

PREPARED
FOR
TOMORROW

up this dilemma for users. The UV system manufacturer
has developed a classic UV system that is already suitable
for the use of LED UV technology, a new development that
is based on the MBS®-6 product family.
IST METZ unveiled the concept in Brussels last year.
Equipping UV units from the MBS®-6 series with the “LED
prepared” concept allows for a subsequent conversion to
LED UV technology. Here, the outer housing remains where
it is on the machine, while the MBS®-6 unit is replaced with
an LED unit designed as a cassette module. As soon as
the supply connections have been made, the LED system

Most of the LED solutions presented during Labelexpo are

is ready for operation. For a UV system with cooling roll,

based on cooperations with individual machinery suppliers

the existing water cooling system can be used to cool the

and, from experience, difficult to implement when faced

LED unit. For installations without a water cooler, this can

with competition from the free market. With the LED

be retrofitted at a later date. Another option will be to use

prepared concept, users have the option of using both

an air-cooled LED unit.

standard UV curing and LED UV. The UV units can also
be integrated into all established models of well-known

Both energy supply and control of the LED prepared

machine manufacturers. “With investments being made

concept are based on the standard equipment from

in new printing technology, the user can now select the

the MBS®-6 system. This new concept, including its

machine best suited to his individual requirements without

combination with the printing press, has been designed in

being restricted in his choice by the UV equipment,”

such a way that both unit types can be used (conventional

explains Stefan Feil, Director of Technical Marketing at

UV and LED UV). The piling concept within the ELC-X

IST METZ.

series supplies the power.

L

ED UV technology will sooner or later become an

narrow-web flexo or offset machinery, the efficiency of the

established part of narrow-web printing. However,

LED UV systems doesn’t yet fully make the grade for a

when exactly still remains to be seen. The

number of applications.

application technology and economic aspects that play a

4

role here are currently too complex. At Labelexpo Europe

Companies that are planning on investing in new printing

2013, there were plenty of trade fair stands pushing

technology may well see themselves faced with a dilemma.

LED UV. In certain product segments, e.g. UV inkjet

Should they go for the conventional UV units, they can rely

printing, this technology has already been successfully

on the security provided by a long-established technology.

implemented. This has also long been the case for

However, they may well miss their chance to make the

large-format printing or 3D varnishing, and recently digital

most of LED. Users who focus on this new technology

label printing using UV inkjet machinery. There is now also

too soon run the risk of paying dearly as they wait for the

an increasing number of printing press manufacturers

rest of the market to catch up, only then making their

promoting LED UV. However, when it comes to using

investment economically worthwhile.
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At IST METZ, there is a variety of LED UV systems being

UV technology in narrow-web printing is thus within reach.

THOMAS
KIRSCHNER

developed for different applications. During testing on

As soon as both technical feasibility and operating efficiency

Director of Development & Innovation, IST METZ GmbH

narrow-web and offset machinery, drying speeds of over

can be guaranteed, LED UV will be able to establish a

200 m/min were recently achieved. “Following the progress

stronger footing on the market.” With the LED prepared

made in recent years, the output achieved by LED UV

concept, users are ready for any new developments and

systems has reached such a level that standard printing

can make the switch from conventional UV technology to

speeds are now being met in label printing,” explains Dirk

LED UV technology at short notice.

Jägers, Managing Director of IST METZ. “The use of LED

WHICH UV TECHNOLOGY MEETS YOUR REQUIREMENTS?

UV technology with LEDs
Clocking
Zone circuits
Compact design
Low penetration of heat
No ozone

UV technology with medium-pressure mercu
ry discharge lamps:
Established system

„ LE D U V SY ST EM S H A VE GR EA T
TE N TI A L"
PO
T
EN
PM
O
EL
EV
D
		

Broad lamp spectrum
Wide availability of inks and varnishes
Lower acquisition costs

Mr. Kirschner, how is LED UV technology set to

technology, the mechanics and energy efficiency.

UV lamp and reflector easily replaceable

develop over the next five years?

Electronic functions such as condition monitoring,
remote service or plant data acquisition have also been

No mercury

The units need to be even better adapted to the

integrated. Essentially, the path of development is similar

applications

and

this

wavelengths

and

distances.

involves

optics,

There

is

such

as

to that of the car, with the difference being that the UV

room

for

system electronics not only increase user comfort, but

improvement when it comes to the cooling of LED UV

also performance and availability.

systems, as well as the curing and surface properties
Take a look at page 10 to find out more about the light spectrum for curing inks and varnishes

of LED UV inks. The aim of the chip manufacturers is

using UV technology.

to increase the efficiency of LED chips. To date, the

If you had one wish for LED UV, what would it be?

energy efficiency of LED UV systems, in other words

I would wish for standardised measurements of LED

the output of UV light compared to the electrical energy

UV systems, the results of which are then verifiable.

used, is not yet reaching or barely higher than that of

Uniform measurement devices would be needed here,

conventional UV systems and it doesn’t stop there,

calibrated in accordance with the given standards. This

as we have seen from LED lighting technology. There

would make LED UV systems more easily comparable

INFO

is thus still plenty of development potential for these

for users.

Since recently, IST METZ has a showroom presenting the

How are UV systems generally developing at the

LED prepared concept. Here, customers and partners are

moment?

relatively young systems.
Thank you for talking to us Mr. Kirschner.

offered the possibility for tests with UV technology on a
narrow-web label printing press.

There is currently a trend for more control and
monitoring technology. LED UV units no longer have

6

More information about LED UV technology:

any moving mechanical components. Our systems with

www.ist-uv.com/led-uv-technology

discharge lamps have seen an improvement in reflector
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One of these reactions is the polymerisation of the

polyamide housing. The customer had already carried out

adhesive when exposed to UV light, used in the area of

extensive testing, all of which had proven unsuccessful.

optical adhesives. Catheters, plastic tubes, medical devices,

As time was running out before production started and the

shower cubicles and displays are all bonded using such

production line was already being set up, a viable

a method. Depending on the adhesive, it can be radical,

solution was required in practically record time and that’s

cationic or dual curing that takes place.

exactly where our strength lies: finding a solution together
with the customer that perfectly meets his requirements,

Liquid adhesive hardens as a result of a networking

fast and without complications.”

process. With a radical reaction, there is a reaction between
the monomers, oligomers and radical photoinitiators

An accurate combination of UV adhesive and UV system

contained in the adhesive following their exposure to UV

can be used to achieve both selective and surface

light. Polymer chains are formed and the adhesive hardens.

adhesion,

whether

for

semi-

or

fully

automatic

processes or manual bonding. “We advise our customers
Cationic adhesive systems also contain monomers,

to use a combination of adhesive and UV unit. We can then

oligomers and cationic photoinitiators. Once activated by

be sure that both elements are perfectly matched. For this

UV light, they harden without any further exposure required

reason, we have been collaborating with IST METZ GmbH

from the light source.

since 2013, a company that manufactures the UV units
suited to our adhesives,” says Achim Wießler.

Dual curing adhesives are partly exposed to UV light, partly
hardened using a complementary curing mechanism. This
procedure is useful for objects with surfaces that do not
allow for full coverage by the UV light. Curing of the shadow
area is achieved either through air exclusion in the presence
of metals, air humidity or thermal drying.
One advantage over other adhesion processes is the
split-second curing. Solvent-free UV adhesives allow for
uncomplicated

processing

and

storage.

“We

have

succeeded in improving our adhesive to that effect
over the past few years, i.e. in terms of flexibility and
consistency when faced with high temperatures, dampness

T

and aggressive chemicals,” explains Achim Wießler,
hey continue to get lighter and flatter – today’s

woodwork and electronics – anything that can be bonded

smartphones, notebooks, tablets, monitors and

is bonded. While household adhesive can be liquid glue,

displays are expected to take up as little space as

super glue, paste or glue stick, the industrial version involves a

Adhesives that are cured using UV light have been the

variety of bonding systems that have been designed to

standard choice for those in industrial production for some

meet customer requirements and display the most varied of

time now. At Polytec PT, this type of adhesives is developed

properties once hard.

according to the product, and tailored to the requirements

possible while still making a stylish impact.
A development which has seen less screws and more
adhesive used on electronic components. This has made

8

Managing Director of Polytec PT GmbH.

of the customer. “The market is very fragmented, our work

the products more compact and lightweight, and has saved

Polytec PT GmbH manufactures adhesives that are used

is thus closely based on the application at hand and any

time in their manufacture.

in the electronics or electrical engineering sectors, in

new adhesives are developed in close collaboration with

medical technology, automotive electronics or in the bonding

the customer,” explains Marco Raffa, Product Manager

There is hardly an industry in Germany that does not use

of glass. There are three types of adhesive here: electrically

Adhesives at Polytec PT. “We were asked, for example, to

adhesives in some shape or form. Mainly for the adhesion

conducting, thermally conducting (electrically insulating) and

come up with a dual-curing adhesive at short notice for a

of paper and packaging, however also in construction and

optical adhesives. All adhesives have one thing in common:

manufacturer in the automotive electronics sector, one

trade, in vehicle manufacturing, for household applications,

that a chemical reaction causes them to harden.

that would securely hold the capacitors and sensors in a

9
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MATTHIAS
HAMANN

IST METZ offers tailored UV units in any width, used for

have been designed to meet the special requirements of

example in the pharmaceutical industry. In addition to the

adhesives,” explains Arnd Riekenbrauck, Senior Product

arc discharge lamps and their extremely wide emission

Manager for Adhesives & Composites at IST METZ. The

With his company Hamann Solution GmbH, Matthias Hamann sells UV curing

spectrum, there has been an increasing use of LED UV

particularly compact LED UV units are ready to go

polyurethane to the electronics sector, among other things. As a result, he is very

technology where suitable. “We have seen that it makes

straight away once switched on. There is also very little

well connected in the automotive and supplier industries. We spoke with him

sense to use LED UV systems when selective curing or

heat transmitted to the substrate and they have an extremely

about the latest developments on the market.

the curing of relatively small areas is required. In terms of

long service life.

Managing Director, Hamann Solution GmbH

their wavelengths and UV light intensity, the UV systems

UV LIGHT SPECTRUM

„U V TE C H N O LO G Y W IL L
RD"
			 B EC O M E TH E ST A N DA

In the chart you can see the different kinds of UV light, which material hardens in which wavelength
area or for which applications UV light is used.

0,0001nm
Gamma radiation

0,01nm
X-rays

10nm
UV light

1000nm
Infrared

0,01cm

1cm
Radio

Radar

TV

1m
FM

100m
AM

Mr. Hamann, what is your UV curing polyurethane

still a lot of explaining to do, however that’s where the

generally used for?

appeal lies for me in this business. I am convinced that
UV technology will be established on this market within

It can be used for the insulation of connectors or to

the next five years and will not just appeal to the niche

protect electronic equipment, for example against

public, but to everyone.

diesel fuel. In the automotive industry in particular,
there is always a demand for the longer service life

What UV systems would be used for the applications

of parts and greater productivity in the manufacturing

you mentioned?

process.
10nm
X-ray

100nm
VUV

200nm
UV-C

UV-B

300nm
UV-A

400nm
Visible light

500nm

UV adhesives
UV varnishes
UV inks
Sterilisation

Dental fillings

Odour removal

Nail varnish

600nm

In most cases, LED UV units are recommended –

700nm

The 24 hours and interim storage required for thermal

these units are generally very compact devices that

curing now takes, believe it or not, just five seconds

are, for example, very well suited to small cable areas. I

with UV. With advantages such as split-second curing

generally recommend UV systems from IST METZ that

and thus the option of immediate processing, there is

are compatible with the adhesive, as I know from my

great potential here for UV technology.

own experience.

How does the market currently look?

Thank you for talking to us Mr. Hamann.

From my experience, UV technology is still largely
unfamiliar territory for many cable manufacturers.
Whenever I highlight the advantages of such a process,
Watch an animation showing the curing process under UV light:

the response is always extremely positive. There is

www.youtube.com/ISTMETZ1
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OUTLOOK ON THE GLOBAL INKJET MARKET
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PRINTING MARKET

Turnover in billion US dollars
Analogue
Digital

ARKET*

130.9

876.8

ion US dollars
Conventional
Inkjet

7.8

213.9

78.6
748.0

PRINTING EQUI
PMENT*
Turnover in bill

INK M
US dollars
Turnover in billion Inkjet
Analogue

4.8

3.1
5.3

+172.1%

14.7

3.6

770.1

14.7

14.0

17.3
15.8

+116.8%

+9.0%

PART 2

+17.2%

+17.2%
2008

2013

2018

2008

2013

2018

2013

-0.9%

2018

*Applies to the procedures Sheetfed, Coldset, Heatset, Gravure, Flexo, Screen and Letterpress | Source: Smithers Pira 2013
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TRENDS & FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

or several years now, digital printing has been an

spectrum. The split-second curing of the ink means

integral part of the international printing market. It

products

boasts a number of advantages in comparison to

UV systems also boast high process reliability and limited

With high-quality, non-contact printing on the most varied of materials,

print quantities can be produced economically.

completely new application fields have opened up for industrial

the more traditional printing procedures – especially for UV

can

be

processed

immediately

afterwards.

INFO

users. In a series of articles, we have taken a closer look at

printing (direct printing on industrial products). The integration of

this procedure for the benefit of anyone new to or with an

print heads has made inline printing of the necessary content or

In the first part, we looked

graphics directly onto the end product possible, saving both time

at the basics of printing

and resources. And, industrial inkjet printing is not just restricted to

procedures, how ink is

The first application areas for inkjet printing were coding

the graphic design of a product. Increasing improvements in head

applied and the types of ink

and marking (e.g. the printing of best before dates on

technology and precision machinery have since made it possible

that can be used.

food packaging) in continuous inkjet printing and using

to print defined, extremely thin or delicate, functional layers in the

If you missed this particular

solvent-based inks. In the meantime, the scope of application

semiconductor industry. There is also a trend for 3D printers, which

issue of SPECIALIST, we

Almost all materials can be used for inkjet printing. As it is

has increased considerably, also in the area of UV, thanks to

can inexpensively produce single editions of any 3D products using

will gladly send you a copy

a non-contact printing technique, even 3D materials,

improved inks and technology, and can match the standard

inkjet technology.

free of charge. Just send

complete with angles and curves, can be

of quality met by analogue printing techniques. There is no

printed directly. Under certain circumstances,

analogue printing plate required for inkjet printing, thus making

With regard to UV finishing, hybrid solutions comprising standard

pretreatment of the substrate is

it possible to print various information on a substrate without

and LED UV technology are opening up new possibilities for special

required to avoid any “running”

any major complication. This is particularly effective when parts

haptic effects on printed products. By combining LED UV units for

of the inks and guarantee

interest in inkjet printing.

SUBSTRATES

APPLICATION FIELDS

us an email.

need to be personalised or consecutively numbered. Inkjet is

what is known as “pinning”, the pre-curing of inks during the printing

of

recommended for small print runs and/or content that changes

process and a standard UV system for end of press drying, optimum

the inks on the surface.

at short intervals, e.g. for mailings, signage or in commercial

results are achieved. Thus opening up another niche for special

UV technology makes

printing and limited print quantities. Examples here include

print finishes.

it

print

posters, placards, banners and signs, maps, bar codes,

across a wide substrate

numbering, best before dates, direct mail and business papers.

sufficient

adhesion

possible

to

specialist@ist-uv.com
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LEWIS JUN
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Sales, Integration Technology Ltd. (ITL)

UV IN WATER TREATMENT

„INKJET PRINTING IS ON THE RIS

E"

T

he

quality

resources
world

deteriorating.
and

Yasushi Katsuta, ITL Japan

Lewis Jun, ITL Korea

Sam Yang, ITL China

On-demand printing and cost-effective

Customers in Korea opt for inkjet

The new generation of inkjet heads

technology are more often requested

machines when it comes to small

has new features such as higher

these days in Japan. The printing

print runs and the print shop space

frequencies and higher resolution. This

resolution and speed of inkjet printing

is limited. The Korean graphic print

makes printing presses print faster

presses have increased. In industrial

market recently has only seen flat

and with higher quality. I personally

printing, inkjet is more cost-effective

growth. Industrial inkjet printing on the

see an increasing trend in single pass

in small numbers than analogue

other hand is promising regarding the

print applications such as coding,

print processes. These advantages

production of circuit board patterns,

label printing and e-ticket printing.

make customers want to install inkjet

conductive ink or micro marking. With

Special industrial inkjet applications

printing technology.

a share of around 70 percent, much

such as printed circuit boards, chips

more LED UV systems are requested

on identity cards or 3D printing are

than conventional systems.

currently being developed, but they

In wide format and single pass
printing, about 65 percent of newly
installed machines are equipped with

definitely will come.

of

water

are resistant to chlorine, e.g., are

appearing in water treatment plants

the

also safely killed. The natural taste,

in Basel, Paris and San Francisco.

noticeably

smell, colour and pH value of the

The UV lamps are used to break

industrial

water remains unaffected by the

down pollutants in drinking water,

around
is

In

agricultural

the

sectors,

toxic

hormones

and

microorganisms

Over

the

last

ten

years

in

particular, an increasing number of

posing

public water distribution companies

a

threat

to

humans.

Disinfecting the water with UV

in

technology has long been an

decision

established, safe method used

water using UV equipment, and

to combat this. The UV light from

thus

low or medium-pressure mercury

among

vapour lamps deactivates the germ

low-maintenance and user-friendly

DNA and reduces the germ count

UV disinfection is currently the

to the maximum amount legally

preferred choice.

Germany
to

have

disinfect

without
the

taken

the

drinking

chemicals.
private

industrial water treatment systems.

Even

suppliers,

permitted for drinking water. There
are no chemicals required here and

eta plus electronic GmbH,

there are no undesirable or even

subsidiary of IST METZ GmbH,
produces UV lamps that are

In the Chinese graphic print market

harmful

pinning purposes. LED UV technology

there are some enquiries for high

during disinfection. Pathogens that

here provides more flexibility in curing.

power standard UV, but there are

In industrial printing, arc lamps and

much more LED UV enquiries for

LEDs have an equal share.

single pass printing. The share is
70 percent LED UV.

for the disinfection of waste water or
ballast water in ships and in

are entering the water supply and

LED UV technology for final curing or

about 30 percent standard UV versus

treatment with UV light.

substances such as pesticide,

by-products

generated

used for this purpose,

INFO
Further examples of
UV products in everyday life
can be found on our Facebook page:
Join us on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/istuv
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